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The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears
Penguin
The New York Times–bestselling novel by the
critically acclaimed author of Native Speaker, A
Gesture Life and My Year Abroad. At 59, Jerry
Battle is coasting through life. His favorite
pastime is flying his small plane high above Long
Island. Aloft, he can escape from the troubles
that plague his family, neighbors, and loved ones
on the ground. But he can't stay in the air
forever. Only months before his 60th birthday, a
culmination of family crises finally pull Jerry
down from his emotionally distant course. Jerry
learns that his family's stability is in jeopardy. His
father, Hank, is growing increasingly unhappy in
his assisted living facility. His son, Jack, has taken
over the family landscaping business but is
running it into bankruptcy. His daughter,
Theresa, has become pregnant and has been
diagnosed with cancer. His longtime girlfriend,
Rita, who helped raise his children, has now
moved in with another man. And Jerry still has
unanswered questions that he must face
regarding the circumstances surrounding the
death of his late wife. Since the day his wife died,
Jerry has turned avoiding conflict into an art
form-the perfect expression being his solitary
flights from which he can look down on a world
that appears serene and unscathed. From his
comfortable distance, he can't see the messy
details, let alone begin to confront them. But
Jerry is learning that in avoiding conflict, he is
also avoiding contact with the people he loves
most.
Aloft Penguin
Representing the letter “L” in a series
of twenty-six collectible editions, this
award-winning novel describes the
isolation felt by industrial spy Henry
Park, a first-generation Korean
American, who doesn't feel thoroughly
at home in either culture anymore.
Under the Feet of Jesus National Geographic
Books
So persuasive are Yoon's powers of invention that
I went searching for his Solla Island somewhere
off the mainland of South Korea not realizing that

it exists only in this breathtaking collection of eight
interlinked stories...Yoon's writing results in a fully
formed, deftly executed debut. The lost lives, while
heartbreaking, prove illuminating in Yoon's made-
up world, so convincing and real. To read is truly to
believe. San Francisco Chronicle ''Paul Yoon writes
stories the way Faberg made eggs; with untold
craftsmanship, artistry, and delicacy. Again and
again another layer of intricacy is revealed, proving
that something as small as a story can be as
satisfying and moving as a Russian novel. Ann
Patchett ''These are lovely stories, rendered with a
Chekhovian elegance. They span from post - World
War II to the new millennium, with characters of
different ethnicities, yet each story has a
timelessness and relevance that's haunting and
unforgettable. Yoon is a sparkling new writer to
welcome and celebrate. Don Lee ''these are
splendid stories, at once lyrical and plain-spoken
and full of unusual realities. Once the Shore is a
kind of fantastic Korean gazetteer that tours us
confidently through unpredictable incidents and
often startling conversations. Paul Yoon's writing is
erotic, haunting, original and worldly. Howard
Norman Spanning over half a century from the
years just before the Korean War to the present the
eight stories in this collection reveal an intricate
and unforgettable portrait of a single island in the
South Pacific. Novelistic in scope, daring in its
varied environments, Once the Shore introduces a
remarkable new voice in international fiction.
My Year Abroad Penguin
“What a knockout. An incredibly rich and new
voice for American literature⋯China Boy grabs
the reader’s heart and won’t let go.”—Amy
Tan, bestselling author of The Joy Luck Club “A
fascinating, evocative portrait of the Chinese
community in California in the 1950s, caught
between two complex, demanding
cultures.”—The New York Times Book Review
Kai Ting is the only American-born son of a
Shanghai family that fled China during Mao’s
revolution. Growing up in a San Francisco
multicultural, low-income neighborhood, Kai is
caught between two worlds—embracing neither
the Chinese nor the American way of life. After his
mother’s death, Kai is suddenly plunged into
American culture by his stepmother, who tries to
erase every vestige of China from the household.
Warm, funny and deeply moving, China Boy is a
brilliantly rendered novel of family relationships,
culture shock, and the perils of growing up in an
America of sharp differences and shared humanity.
Caramelo Simon and Schuster
Read an essay by Chang-rae Lee
here. The bestselling, award-
winning writer of Native
Speaker, Aloft, and My Year
Abroad returns with his

biggest, most ambitious novel
yet: a spellbinding story of
how love and war echo through
an entire lifetime. With his
three critically acclaimed
novels, Chang-rae Lee has
established himself as one of
the most talented writers of
contemporary literary fiction.
Now, with The Surrendered, Lee
has created a book that
amplifies everything we've seen
in his previous works, and
reads like nothing else. It is
a brilliant, haunting,
heartbreaking story about how
love and war inalterably change
the lives of those they touch.
June Han was only a girl when
the Korean War left her
orphaned; Hector Brennan was a
young GI who fled the petty
tragedies of his small town to
serve his country. When the war
ended, their lives collided at
a Korean orphanage where they
vied for the attentions of
Sylvie Tanner, the beautiful
yet deeply damaged missionary
wife whose elusive love seemed
to transform everything. Thirty
years later and on the other
side of the world, June and
Hector are reunited in a plot
that will force them to come to
terms with the mysterious
secrets of their past, and the
shocking acts of love and
violence that bind them
together. As Lee unfurls the
stunning story of June, Hector,
and Sylvie, he weaves a
profound meditation on the
nature of heroism and
sacrifice, the power of love,
and the possibilities for
mercy, salvation, and
surrendering oneself to
another. Combining the complex
themes of identity and
belonging of Native Speaker and
A Gesture Life with the broad
range, energy, and pure
storytelling gifts of Aloft,
Chang-rae Lee has delivered his
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most ambitious, exciting, and
unforgettable work yet. It is a
mesmerizing novel, elegantly
suspenseful and deeply
affecting.
Potatoes Not Prozac Simon and
Schuster
In this pathbreaking book, King-
Kok Cheung sheds new light on
the thematic and rhetoncal uses
of silence in fiction by three
Asian American women: Hisaye
Yamamoto, Maxine Hong Kingston,
and JoyKogawa. Boldly
articulating the unspeakable,
these writers break the silence
imposed by families or ethnic
communities and defy the
dominant culture that
suppresses the voicing of
minority experiences. Yet at
the same time, they demonstrate
how silences—voiceless
gestures, textual ellipses,
authorial hesitations—can
themselves be articulate.
Drawing on theoretical works on
women's writing, on ethnicity
and race, and on postmodernism
and history, Cheung takes issue
with Anglo-American feminists
who valorize speech
unequivocally and with
revisionist Asian American male
critics who attempt to refute
Orientalist stereotypes by
renouncing silence. She
challenges Eurocentric views of
speech and silence as
polarized, hierarchical, and
gendered, and proposes an
approach to Asian American
literature which overturns the
"East-West" or "dual
personality" model. Yamamoto,
Kingston, and Kogawa interweave
speech and silence, narration
and ellipses, autobiography and
fiction as they adapt and
recast Asian and Euro-American
precursors. Drawing freely from
both traditions, they reinvent
the past by decentering,
disseminating, and
interrogating authority-but not
by reappropriating it. A fresh
and subtle response to issues
relating to cultural diversity,
Articulate Silences will be
important reading for scholars
and students in the fie,4s of
literary theory and criticism,
women's studies, Asian American
studies, and ethnic studies.
Native Speaker HarperCollins
“Watching a talented writer
take a risk is one of the

pleasures of devoted reading,
and On Such a Full Sea provides
all that and more. . . . With
On Such a Full Sea, [Chang-rae
Lee] has found a new way to
explore his old preoccupation:
the oft-told tale of the
desperate, betraying, lonely
human heart.”—Andrew Sean
Greer, The New York Times Book
Review “I've never been a fan
of grand hyperbolic
declarations in book reviews,
but faced with On Such a Full
Sea, I have no choice but to
ask: Who is a greater novelist
than Chang-rae Lee
today?”—Porochista Khakpour,
The Los Angeles Times From the
beloved award-winning author of
Native Speaker,The Surrendered,
and My Year Abroad, a highly
provocative, deeply affecting
story of one woman’s legendary
quest in a shocking, future
America. On Such a Full Sea
takes Chang-rae Lee’s elegance
of prose, his masterly
storytelling, and his long-
standing interests in identity,
culture, work, and love, and
lifts them to a new plane.
Stepping from the realistic and
historical territories of his
previous work, Lee brings us
into a world created from
scratch. Against a vividly
imagined future America, Lee
tells a stunning, surprising,
and riveting story that will
change the way readers think
about the world they live in.
In a future, long-declining
America, society is strictly
stratified by class. Long-
abandoned urban neighborhoods
have been repurposed as
highwalled, self-contained
labor colonies. And the members
of the labor class—descendants
of those brought over en masse
many years earlier from
environmentally ruined
provincial China—find purpose
and identity in their work to
provide pristine produce and
fish to the small, elite,
satellite charter villages that
ring the labor settlement. In
this world lives Fan, a female
fish-tank diver, who leaves her
home in the B-Mor settlement
(once known as Baltimore), when
the man she loves mysteriously
disappears. Fan’s journey to
find him takes her out of the
safety of B-Mor, through the

anarchic Open Counties, where
crime is rampant with scant
governmental oversight, and to
a faraway charter village, in a
quest that will soon become
legend to those she left
behind.
The Interpreter Cornell
University Press
Seventeen years ago, Sepha
Stephanos fled the Ethiopian
Revolution for a new start in
the United States. Now he finds
himself running a failing
grocery store in a poor African-
American section of Washington,
D.C., his only companions two
fellow African immigrants who
share his bitter nostalgia and
longing for his home continent.
Years ago and worlds away Sepha
could never have imagined a
life of such isolation. As his
environment begins to change,
hope comes in the form of a
friendship with new neighbors
Judith and Naomi, a white woman
and her biracial daughter. But
when a series of racial
incidents disturbs the
community, Sepha may lose
everything all over again.
Watch a QuickTime interview
with Dinaw Mengestu about this
book.
Days of Distraction Penguin
Books
The latest novel from Nobel
Prize winner Toni Morrison. An
angry and self-loathing veteran
of the Korean War, Frank Money
finds himself back in racist
America after enduring trauma
on the front lines that left
him with more than just
physical scars. His home--and
himself in it--may no longer be
as he remembers it, but Frank
is shocked out of his crippling
apathy by the need to rescue
his medically abused younger
sister and take her back to the
small Georgia town they come
from, which he's hated all his
life. As Frank revisits the
memories from childhood and the
war that leave him questioning
his sense of self, he discovers
a profound courage he thought
he could never possess again. A
deeply moving novel about an
apparently defeated man finding
himself--and his home.
Nativisms and Mannerisms Univ of
South Carolina Press
From the winner of the Nobel Prize
in Literature and author of the
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Booker Prize–winning novel The
Remains of the Day In the face of
the misery in his homeland, the
artist Masuji Ono was unwilling to
devote his art solely to the
celebration of physical beauty.
Instead, he put his work in the
service of the imperialist
movement that led Japan into World
War II. Now, as the mature Ono
struggles through the aftermath of
that war, his memories of his
youth and of the "floating
world"—the nocturnal world of
pleasure, entertainment, and
drink—offer him both escape and
redemption, even as they punish
him for betraying his early
promise. Indicted by society for
its defeat and reviled for his
past aesthetics, he relives the
passage through his personal
history that makes him both a hero
and a coward but, above all, a
human being.

The Confucian Family Dynamic in
the Public Sphere Vintage
In an unnamed European village,
in the middle of a civil war,
one man digs while another
watches over him. Gradually,
they begin to talk. Over the
course of the afternoon, as the
snow falls and truck-loads of
villagers are corralled in the
next field, we discover why
they are there - not just who
they are and how specific,
sinister events in their
country have led them to be
separated by a deepening grave,
but why the history of
civilization is inseparable
from the history of mass
violence. Beautifully written,
with a poet's eye for detail
coupled with a chilling
narrative drive, Gerard
Donovan's first novel has been
compared with Franz Kafka and
Bernhard Schlink.
SCHOPENHAUER'S TELESCOPE is
current in the best sense - not
merely about Bosnia or Kosovo,
but in attempting to make art
out of brutal life.
Schopenhauer's Telescope
Vintage
The mountain couldn’t come to
Wolfe, so the great detective
came to the mountain—to Lame
Horse, Montana, to be exact.
Here a city slicker got a
country girl pregnant and then
took a bullet in the back.
Wolfe’s job was to get an
innocent man exonerated of the
crime and catch a killer in the
process. But when he packed his

silk pajamas and headed west, he
found himself embroiled in a
case rife with local cynicism,
slipshod police work, and
unpleasant political
ramifications. In fact, Nero
Wolfe was buffaloed until the
real killer struck again,
underestimating the dandified
dude with an unerring instinct
for detection. Introduction by
Don Coldsmith “It is always a
treat to read a Nero Wolfe
mystery. The man has entered
our folklore.”—The New York
Times Book Review A grand
master of the form, Rex Stout
is one of America’s greatest
mystery writers, and his
literary creation Nero Wolfe is
one of the greatest fictional
detectives of all time.
Together, Stout and Wolfe have
entertained—and
puzzled—millions of mystery
fans around the world. Now,
with his perambulatory man-
about-town, Archie Goodwin, the
arrogant, gourmandizing,
sedentary sleuth is back in the
original seventy-three cases of
crime and detection written by
the inimitable master himself,
Rex Stout.

A Gesture Life Penguin
An African American man
describes life as the son of
a white mother and Black
father, reflecting on his
mother's contributions to his
life and his confusion over
his own identity.
China Boy Native Speaker
INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER
“A manifesto to happiness—the
one found when you stop
running from who you are.”
–New York Times Book Review
“An extraordinary book,
acrobatic on the level of the
sentence, symphonic across
its many movements—and this
is a book that moves…My Year
Abroad is a wild ride—a
caper, a romance, a
bildungsroman, and something
of a satire of how to get
filthy rich in rising Asia.”
– Vogue From the award-
winning author of Native
Speaker and On Such a Full
Sea, an exuberant,
provocative story about a
young American life

transformed by an unusual
Asian adventure – and about
the human capacities for
pleasure, pain, and
connection. Tiller is an
average American college
student with a good heart but
minimal aspirations. Pong Lou
is a larger-than-life, wildly
creative Chinese American
entrepreneur who sees
something intriguing in
Tiller beyond his bored
exterior and takes him under
his wing. When Pong brings
him along on a boisterous
trip across Asia, Tiller is
catapulted from ordinary
young man to talented
protégé, and pulled into a
series of ever more extreme
and eye-opening experiences
that transform his view of
the world, of Pong, and of
himself. In the breathtaking,
“precise, elliptical prose”
that Chang-rae Lee is known
for (The New York Times), the
narrative alternates between
Tiller’s outlandish, mind-
boggling year with Pong and
the strange, riveting,
emotionally complex domestic
life that follows it, as
Tiller processes what
happened to him abroad and
what it means for his future.
Rich with commentary on
Western attitudes, Eastern
stereotypes, capitalism,
global trade, mental health,
parenthood, mentorship, and
more, My Year Abroad is also
an exploration of the
surprising effects of
cultural immersion—on a young
American in Asia, on a
Chinese man in America, and
on an unlikely couple hiding
out in the suburbs. Tinged at
once with humor and darkness,
electric with its
accumulating surprises and
suspense, My Year Abroad is a
novel that only Chang-rae Lee
could have written, and one
that will be read and
discussed for years to come.
The Color of Water Gale, Cengage
Learning
Native SpeakerPenguin Books

Penguin
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From A to Z, the Penguin Drop
Caps series collects 26 unique
hardcovers—featuring cover art
by Jessica Hische It all begins
with a letter. Fall in love
with Penguin Drop Caps, a new
series of twenty-six
collectible and hardcover
editions, each with a type
cover showcasing a gorgeously
illustrated letter of the
alphabet. In a design
collaboration between Jessica
Hische and Penguin Art Director
Paul Buckley, the series
features unique cover art by
Hische, a superstar in the
world of type design and
illustration, whose work has
appeared everywhere from
Tiffany & Co. to Wes Anderson's
recent film Moonrise Kingdom to
Penguin's own bestsellers
Committed and Rules of
Civility. With exclusive
designs that have never before
appeared on Hische's hugely
popular Daily Drop Cap blog,
the Penguin Drop Caps series
launches with six perennial
favorites to give as elegant
gifts, or to showcase on your
own shelves. L is for Lee.
Korean American Henry Park is
“surreptitious, B+ student of
life, illegal alien, emotional
alien, Yellow peril: neo-
American, stranger, follower,
traitor, spy…” or so says his
wife, in the list she writes
upon leaving him. Henry is
forever uncertain of his place,
a perpetual outsider looking at
American culture from a
distance. And now, a man of two
worlds, he is beginning to fear
that he has betrayed both and
belongs to neither. Chang-Rae
Lee’s first novel Native
Speaker is a raw and lyrical
evocation of the immigrant
experience and of the question
of identity itself.
July's People Penguin
The New York Times–bestselling
novel by the critically acclaimed
author of Native Speaker, A
Gesture Life and My Year Abroad.
At 59, Jerry Battle is coasting
through life. His favorite pastime
is flying his small plane high
above Long Island. Aloft, he can
escape from the troubles that
plague his family, neighbors, and
loved ones on the ground. But he
can't stay in the air forever.
Only months before his 60th
birthday, a culmination of family

crises finally pull Jerry down from
his emotionally distant course.
Jerry learns that his family's
stability is in jeopardy. His
father, Hank, is growing
increasingly unhappy in his
assisted living facility. His son,
Jack, has taken over the family
landscaping business but is
running it into bankruptcy. His
daughter, Theresa, has become
pregnant and has been diagnosed
with cancer. His longtime
girlfriend, Rita, who helped raise
his children, has now moved in
with another man. And Jerry still
has unanswered questions that he
must face regarding the
circumstances surrounding the
death of his late wife. Since the
day his wife died, Jerry has
turned avoiding conflict into an
art form-the perfect expression
being his solitary flights from
which he can look down on a world
that appears serene and unscathed.
From his comfortable distance, he
can't see the messy details, let
alone begin to confront them. But
Jerry is learning that in avoiding
conflict, he is also avoiding
contact with the people he loves
most.

Angle of Repose Knopf Canada
Stegner’s Pulitzer Prize-
winning novel of personal,
historical, and geographic
discovery Confined to a
wheelchair, retired historian
Lyman Ward sets out to write
his grandparents' remarkable
story, chronicling their days
spent carving civilization into
the surface of America's
western frontier. But his
research reveals even more
about his own life than he's
willing to admit. What emerges
is an enthralling portrait of
four generations in the life of
an American family. "Cause for
celebration . . . A superb
novel with an amplitude of
scale and richness of detail
altogether uncommon in
contemporary fiction." —The
Atlantic Monthly "Brilliant . .
. Two stories, past and
present, merge to produce what
important fiction must: a sense
of the enchantment of life."
—Los Angeles Times This Penguin
Classics edition features an
introduction by Jackson J.
Benson. For more than sixty-
five years, Penguin has been
the leading publisher of
classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With

more than 1,500 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across
genres and disciplines. Readers
trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well
as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
An Artist of the Floating World
Penguin
The debut novel from critically-
acclaimed and New York
Times–bestselling author of On
Such a Full Sea and My Year
Abroad. In Native Speaker,
author Chang-rae Lee introduces
readers to Henry Park. Park has
spent his entire life trying to
become a true American—a native
speaker. But even as the
essence of his adopted country
continues to elude him, his
Korean heritage seems to drift
further and further away.
Park's harsh Korean upbringing
has taught him to hide his
emotions, to remember
everything he learns, and most
of all to feel an overwhelming
sense of alienation. In other
words, it has shaped him as a
natural spy. But the very
attributes that help him to
excel in his profession put a
strain on his marriage to his
American wife and stand in the
way of his coming to terms with
his young son's death. When he
is assigned to spy on a rising
Korean-American politician, his
very identity is tested, and he
must figure out who he is amid
not only the conflicts within
himself but also within the
ethnic and political tensions
of the New York City streets.
Native Speaker is a story of
cultural alienation. It is
about fathers and sons, about
the desire to connect with the
world rather than stand apart
from it, about loyalty and
betrayal, about the alien in
all of us and who we finally
are.

Images of the Foreigner: a
Diasporic Reading of Sigrid
Nunez's A Feather on the
Breath of God and Chang-Rae
Lee's Native Speaker Penguin
INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER A
New York Times Notable Book *
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Named a Best Book of the Year
by Vogue, TIME, and Marie
Claire “A manifesto to
happiness—the one found when
you stop running from who you
are.” –New York Times Book
Review “An extraordinary
book, acrobatic on the level
of the sentence, symphonic
across its many movements—and
this is a book that moves…My
Year Abroad is a wild ride—a
caper, a romance, a
bildungsroman, and something
of a satire of how to get
filthy rich in rising Asia.”
– Vogue From the award-
winning author of Native
Speaker and On Such a Full
Sea, an exuberant,
provocative story about a
young American life
transformed by an unusual
Asian adventure – and about
the human capacities for
pleasure, pain, and
connection. Tiller is an
average American college
student with a good heart but
minimal aspirations. Pong Lou
is a larger-than-life, wildly
creative Chinese American
entrepreneur who sees
something intriguing in
Tiller beyond his bored
exterior and takes him under
his wing. When Pong brings
him along on a boisterous
trip across Asia, Tiller is
catapulted from ordinary
young man to talented
protégé, and pulled into a
series of ever more extreme
and eye-opening experiences
that transform his view of
the world, of Pong, and of
himself. In the breathtaking,
“precise, elliptical prose”
that Chang-rae Lee is known
for (The New York Times), the
narrative alternates between
Tiller’s outlandish, mind-
boggling year with Pong and
the strange, riveting,
emotionally complex domestic
life that follows it, as
Tiller processes what
happened to him abroad and
what it means for his future.
Rich with commentary on
Western attitudes, Eastern
stereotypes, capitalism,

global trade, mental health,
parenthood, mentorship, and
more, My Year Abroad is also
an exploration of the
surprising effects of
cultural immersion—on a young
American in Asia, on a
Chinese man in America, and
on an unlikely couple hiding
out in the suburbs. Tinged at
once with humor and darkness,
electric with its
accumulating surprises and
suspense, My Year Abroad is a
novel that only Chang-rae Lee
could have written, and one
that will be read and
discussed for years to come.
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